Top and bottom interfaces in Fe-B multilayers investigated by Mössbauer spectroscopy
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Mössbauer spectroscopy is frequently applied to gain information on the interfaces in multilayers, and recently the layer sequence permutation of multilayers was suggested to enhance its capability to characterize bottom and top interfaces of a given layer. The sequence permutation, however, in the investigated Fe-B-Ag multilayers affected the waviness of the layers as well, and the results hinted at the possibility that although Ag does not mix with Fe and B, the Fe-B amorphous alloy formation is influenced by the layer-sequence-dependent morphology of the Ag layers in the multilayers. Now we examine the interface mixing of Fe and B in the case of a fixed layer sequence and varying thickness of the Ag layers in [2 nm B/2 nm Fe/x nm Ag]n, 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 10, multilayer samples and in B/Fe/B and B/Fe/Ag trilayers. Below x = 5 nm, both the ratio of the nonalloyed Fe layer and the average hyperfine field of the amorphous Fe-B interface compound change. The variation is attributed to thickness-dependent discontinuities of the Ag layers. Ag acts as a barrier to the diffusion of B from the top side and thus the discontinuities lead to a varying ratio of top and bottom interfaces. The evaluation based on this model shows that the “B on top of Fe” interface has an average B concentration about 11 at. % higher than the “Fe on top of B” interface. A slightly smaller difference, 6 at. %, is deduced from low-temperature conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements of the trilayers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS), which is sensitive to the local neighborhood of the Mössbauer isotope, is widely used to study nanoscale multilayers. The 57Fe marker method—in which the position of a thin 57Fe layer is varied across the natural Fe- or Fe-containing layer14−6—detected differences of the bottom and the top interface7−9 in some multilayer structures. The application of the above method is, however, limited by the possible mixing and diffusion between the 57Fe and the natural Fe layers or the compound layers containing them.10,11 A rarely used approach,12 the sequence permutation of three building block multilayer structures (multitrilayers), was studied recently.13 In order to distinguish the bottom and top interfaces of the Fe layer, a third element is interleaved, and the multitrilayers composed of three different elemental layers are deposited by sequence permutation in two different forms. In samples with a different layer sequence, each element pair has a different type interface; one of the elements is either on top or at the bottom of the other. The Fe-B multilayer system was chosen to be studied this way13 because a significant mixing of the elements occurs at the interfaces during the sample deposition, which is accompanied by solid-state amorphization.14,15 Ag was interleaved, as the third building block, since it does not mix with either of the other two elements: both Fe-Ag and B-Ag are nonmixing element pairs. A further advantage of the application of Ag is that the hyperfine fields of Fe at the Fe-Ag interfaces9,16–18 can be rather well separated from those of the amorphous or crystalline Fe-B alloys.13,19 Analysis of the results obtained by MS for sequence-permutated sample pairs had shown13 that the composition of the amorphous interfaces depends on the layer sequence; chemical mixing is larger when B is on top of the Fe layer.

The layer permutation, however, influenced the sample morphology to a large extent, as was revealed by transmission electron microscopy investigations.13 Large interface roughness and waviness of the layers was observed when Ag was grown on top of the B layer, but B was found to grow on Ag smoothly. As a consequence, the variance of the Ag layer thickness was larger for the Fe/B/Ag than for the B/Fe/Ag sequence. The comparison of Mössbauer measurements on trilayer and multilayer samples suggested the possibility that the larger variance of the Ag layer thickness might also contribute to the observed enhanced B concentration of the “B on top of Fe” (Fe/B) interface in the case of the Fe/B/Ag layer sequence. In the present paper, we study in greater detail how the thickness of the Ag layers interleaved into Fe-B multilayers influences the chemical mixing of Fe and B. In view of the above-described morphological differences, the B/Fe/Ag sequence is chosen for the investigations.

Regardless of the sequence of the layers, the question can be raised whether the interleaved Ag layers affect the layer growth processes, and in this way the chemical mixing at the interfaces intended to be studied. For this reason, trilayer samples of B/Fe/B and B/Fe/Ag sequences over the Si substrate will be investigated using low-temperature conversion electron
Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) measurements. Since the Ag capping layer is not supposed to affect the “Fe on top of B” (B/Fe) interface in the case of the second sample, the unperturbed Fe/B and B/Fe interfaces can be compared directly in this way. If these interfaces are equivalent, one will observe the same kind of interface component in the above two samples, and any difference observed beyond the spectral weight of the interface components will be indicative of the nonequivalent nature of these interfaces.

Investigation of multilayers offering new material properties for different applications\(^{20,21}\) has an increasing importance, but experimental results on the properties of the interfaces in multilayers are scarce.\(^{22}\) The effect of the layer sequence on the physical properties has been demonstrated in several trilayer studies.\(^{23-25}\) and it was explained by a difference between the top and bottom interfaces. The simple approach presented in the following to examine this difference can be applied to a wide range of material combinations; the nonmixing nature of the interleaved element with both of the other two components is not a necessary requirement.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples were prepared by thermal evaporation in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of \(10^{-7}\) Pa onto Si(111) wafers at room temperature. Ag and B were evaporated from Cu cold crucibles by electron guns, and \(^{57}\)Fe was evaporated from a heated W boat. In the case of the multilayer samples, the first layer was always 5 nm Ag and the subsequent 16–56-nm-thick B/Fe/Ag multilayers were covered by 50 nm Ag and 100 nm B (cover in the following) in order to prevent the oxidation of the samples and to make them easily removable from the substrate. The layers removed were cut into smaller pieces and stacked to increase the measuring efficiency. The following multilayer samples were prepared:

- (a) Si/5 nm Ag/[2 nm B/2 nm \(^{57}\)Fe/x nm Ag]_\(1 \text{ to } 10\) cover, with \(x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 5, 10\).

- (b) Si/5 nm B/2.5 nm \(^{57}\)Fe/5 nm B/10 nm Ag.

- (c) Si/5 nm B/2.5 nm \(^{57}\)Fe/10 nm Ag.

Samples (b) and (c) were prepared parallel in such a way that all the layers, except the second B layer of sample (b), were evaporated together in a vacuum chamber with two substrate holders. The mass of the evaporated material was measured by a quartz oscillator and the nominal Ag layer thickness calculated from bulk density data showed a reasonable agreement with the Ag thickness observed by transmission electron microscopy in the case of the \(x = 5\) sample.\(^{13}\) Due to the formation of the amorphous Fe-B interface alloy and the amorphous (nanocrystalline) nature of the nonalloyed B (Fe) layer, the results were not informative on the Fe and B layer thickness, but the presence of a continuous fcc-Ag layer with average thickness around 5 nm could be confirmed.

The transmission MS measurements were made with a 50 mCi \(^{57}\)Co-Rh source in a standard constant acceleration spectrometer. The low-temperature transmission measurements were performed in a cryostat attached to a closed-cycle refrigerator. CEMS spectra were measured at 15 K by a \(\text{H}_2\) filled proportional counter.\(^{26}\) The hyperfine field (HF) distributions were evaluated according to the Hesse-Rührbartsch method.\(^{27}\) The isomer shift (IS) is given as relative to \(\alpha\)-Fe at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF B/Fe/Ag MULTILAYER SAMPLES

Low-temperature Mössbauer spectra of a few selected samples are shown in Fig. 1(a). The spectrum for \(x = 0\) is in accordance with the results obtained earlier for Fe-B multilayers.\(^{14}\) The 2 nm Fe layers are fully intermixed with B, and according to the fitted HF distribution, shown in Fig. 1(b), they form an amorphous alloy with a broad concentration distribution.

For \(x = 5\) and 10, the measured spectra agree within the experimental errors and can be described by a slightly broadened [\(\Gamma = 0.41(1) \text{ mm/s}\)] sextet and a HF distribution, as indicated in Fig. 1(a) by the two subspectra. The sextet component [\(\text{HF} = 34.1(1) \text{ T}, \text{IS} = 0.13(1) \text{ mm/s}\)] can be attributed to the crystalline Fe layer. The slightly increased linewidth and HF as compared to those measured on bulk \(\alpha\)-Fe [\(\Gamma = 0.24(1) \text{ mm/s}, \text{HF} = 33.8(1) \text{ T}\)] can be due to the presence of an unresolved Fe/Ag interface component. The Fe/Ag interfaces are significantly narrower than the B/Fe

![FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Mössbauer spectra of a few selected samples of the [2 nm B/2 nm \(^{57}\)Fe/x nm Ag]_\(x \text{ to } 10\) multilayer series measured at 13 K. The spectra were fitted by one sextet belonging to the crystalline Fe layer and a distribution of hyperfine fields describing the Fe-B interface, as indicated by dashed (blue) and full (red) lines, respectively. (b) Normalized hyperfine field distributions evaluated for the Fe-B interface component.](image-url)
HF (full symbols) of the fitted distribution at room (squares) and multitrilayer samples with nominal Fe layer thickness fixed is also supported by measurements on a series of B/Fe/Ag 1 nm and the amount of Fe atoms in the amorphous interface average, the thickness of the crystalline Fe layer is close to accounts for 46(5)% of the spectral area. This means that on interface and to the crystalline Fe layer. The HF distribution according to the spectral areas, there are an approximately equal number of Fe atoms that belong to the amorphous B/Fe interface and to the crystalline Fe layer. [The HF distribution accounts for 46(5)% of the spectral area.] This means that on average, the thickness of the crystalline Fe layer is close to 1 nm and the amount of Fe atoms in the amorphous interface is also equivalent to a 1-nm-thick Fe layer. This conclusion is also supported by measurements on a series of B/Fe/Ag multitrilayer samples with nominal Fe layer thickness fixed to 1 nm, where no crystalline sextet component was observed.

The variation of the spectral fraction of the amorphous interface and the average HF value of the amorphous component as a function of the Ag layer thickness are shown in Fig. 2. The values measured at room temperature are also indicated. The spectral fraction of those Fe atoms that belong to the amorphous interface changes for 0 < x < 5. The average value of the HF distribution also changes continuously in this range, while the HF of the sextet component remains practically constant, as is shown by the respective components in Fig. 1(a). It should be noted here that all the HF distributions were restricted to the range below 33 T in order to avoid strong correlations with the crystalline sextet. It is also worth noting that in the evaluations, the close to 3 : 4 : 1 : 1 : 4 : 3 intensity ratios of the lines for both the crystalline sextets and the amorphous components provided the best fit, indicating an in-plane magnetization of the samples.

To explain the variation of the amount and average HF of the amorphous Fe-B alloy, we first set up a simple model of the sample structures. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 3. We suppose that below 5 nm nominal thickness, the Ag layer is not continuous. In the case of a continuous Ag layer (x = 5 and 10), mixing of Fe and B takes place only at the bottom side of the Fe layer. However, when there is no Ag layer interleaved (x = 0), it occurs both at the bottom and the top sides, and the bottom and top Fe-B interfaces overlap. In between these two extremes (0 < x < 5), Ag islands are formed with varying area and height, which protect the underlying area of the Fe layer from being intermixed with the topside B layer. The area of the Ag-covered Fe layer gradually increases with x, and as a consequence the ratio of bcc Fe increases and that of the amorphous interface decreases. The presence of an unalloyed B layer—indicated by the gray layers in Fig. 3—on the one hand can be predicted from the average concentration of the amorphous layers as estimated in the following, and on the other hand could be observed by transmission electron microscopy. (If a homogeneous amorphous phase were formed from the Fe and B layers of equal thickness, it would have 40 at. % Fe concentration and would be nonmagnetic.) The validity of the above simple model is of course limited. In the case of very small Ag islands, the lateral diffusion of Fe and B should also be taken into account, and nonequilibrium mixing of Ag with either Fe or B or with the amorphous Fe-B alloy might also take place. However, it is remarkable that both the fraction and the average HF of the amorphous phase keep varying in the small Ag thickness range too, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

According to the above model, the changes observed in the parameters of the amorphous layer as a function of the Ag layer thickness are due to the different ratio of the extent of the Fe/B interface as compared to that of the B/Fe interface. The 16 T average HF at 13 K temperature for x = 0 is an average value taken over the top and the bottom interfaces containing an approximately equal number of Fe atoms. The average HF of the B/Fe interface is close to 19 T, as is revealed by the samples, x = 5 and 10, where the Ag layer is continuous and forms a perfect barrier to the formation of the Fe/B interface.
If we use the parameters of cosputtered amorphous alloys, the 19 T value belongs to a concentration around Fe$_{99.5}$B$_{0.5}$, and the 3 T decrease of the average HF when $x = 0$ belongs to an about 6 at. % increase of the average B concentrations. The fact that in the case of $x = 0$ the average is calculated over top and bottom interfaces containing an equal number of Fe atoms means that the average B concentration of the Fe/B interface is about 11 at. % higher than that of the B/Fe interface.

The HF distributions, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b), cover a broad range of field values and have a bimodal character for all the samples. (Here we note that while the two peaks below 10 T and above 20 T are well separated and reproduced when applying other evaluation methods, the small oscillations observed in the 20–30 T range can be due to the evaluation method based on a finite set of equidistant HF values.) The broad peak around 25 T belongs to about 30 at. % B concentration, while the low field peak belongs to regions of close to 60 at. % B concentration, where the alloy becomes nonmagnetic. The low field peak is partly due to paramagnetic components having a quadruple splitting around 0.64 mm/s, which cannot be separated from magnetic components of around a 3 T field. The decrease of the average HF with decreasing Ag thickness or increasing temperature is partly the result of an increase in the respective ratio of the low field components, but it is also due to a slight shift of the peak positions of the HF distributions. Since the presence of superparamagnetic relaxation could be excluded by measurements in external magnetic field, the sharp decrease of the average HF at room temperature in the vicinity of $x = 0$ (see Fig. 2) is largely due to the increasing weight of those components where the Curie temperature is below room temperature.

The standard deviation of the distributions in Fig. 1(b) varies between 8.6(5) and 8.8(5) T, which is much greater than in the case of melt quenched or sputtered amorphous alloys. It is supposed to result mainly from a concentration gradient along the growth direction, which is—according to the above considerations—at least 30 at. %. Although lateral concentration fluctuations cannot be excluded, this explanation is supported by the observation of a more homogeneous amorphous layer in Fe-B multilayers when the thickness of the Fe layer is decreased below 2 nm. It is important to note, however, that in the multilayers, the varying Ag thickness introduces a new source of concentration difference. When the amorphous layer is in between B and Fe layers, as is the case for $x = 5$ and 10, there is a difference in the number of B near neighbors for Fe atoms at the bottom or at the top of the amorphous layer, i.e., at the “interface” of the interface layer. In the case of $x = 0$, the amorphous layer is bordered by B layers on the two sides; the bottom and top sides of the amorphous layer are symmetric in this respect. The variation observed in the HF distributions, therefore, comes not only from a varying ratio of the B/Fe and Fe/B interfaces, but to some extent from the varying neighborhood of the amorphous interface layer.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF B/Fe/B and B/Fe/Ag TRILAYERS

The examination of the trilayers, where only the cover layers are different, can answer definitively the question of whether there is a difference between the B/Fe and Fe/B interfaces, and it can reveal to what extent the additional effects (variation of the sample morphology or the varying neighborhood of the amorphous interface layer) contribute to the observed difference in the case of varying layer sequence or Ag thickness. Since here the Ag layer is applied only as a cover layer, it is not supposed to affect the bottom interface of the Fe layer.

The low-temperature spectra of samples (b) and (c) are shown in Fig. 4. Similarly to the multilayer samples of Fig. 1, the spectra were described by a slightly broadened sextet [$\Gamma = 0.45(1)$ and 0.40(1) mm/s for (b) and (c), respectively] and a HF distribution. Here, as well, the sextet [$HF = 34.3(2)$ T and 0.13(1) mm/s isomer shift for both samples] belongs to the crystalline Fe layer, while the broad HF distribution is attributed to the amorphous interfaces. [The parameters determined for sample (b) suggest that the FeAg interface contribution is not the only source of the slight increase of the HF and the linewidth of the crystalline sextet, as compared to bulk $\alpha$-Fe.] In the case of sample (c), a small amount of oxide component (7%) is also found, which is described by a broad sextet of about 50 T magnetic splitting and 0.4 mm/s isomer shift (green subspectrum in Fig. 4). The Fe oxide is probably formed at the surface of the sample after removing it from the vacuum chamber, since there is no observable oxide phase in the thicker multilayer samples or in the case of sample (b). It seems that the 5 nm B layer is more effective in preventing the oxidation of the Fe layer than the 10 nm Ag layers, especially when it is exposed to cooling cycles.
The shape of the broad spectral component indicated by the black-solid-line (red) subspectra in Fig. 4 and described by the respective HF distribution is very different for the two samples. If top and bottom interfaces were the same, it is only the spectral ratio of this component which would be expected to change. The difference mainly comes from the enhancement of the low field components in sample (b) as compared to (c), but there is a visible shift in the position of the low field peak as well. It is around 5.1 T in sample (b) and around 9.4 T in sample (c). The variations observed in the shape of the HF distribution are similar to what have been found for the multilayer samples [see Fig. 1(b)] as a function of the Ag layer thickness. The average HF of the amorphous component is 17.1(2) and 18.6(2) T for samples (b) and (c), respectively. The 1.5 T decrease of the average HF belongs to an about 3 nm B layer thickness. The average HF of the amorphous component is 17.1(2) and 18.6(2) T for samples (b) and (c), respectively, when it is calculated from the spectral ratio of this component which would be expected by the respective HF distribution is very different for the two samples. The variations observed in the shape of the HF for the sum of the two interfaces in our previous study on Fe-B multilayers [see Fig. 1(b)] are caused by the intermixing with the substrate, which could modify the variance of the layer morphologies was shown to enhance the difference of the top and bottom interfaces, around 6 at. %, was observed in the case of the single trilayers. In multilayers, the variance of the layer morphologies was shown to enhance the difference.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Mössbauer spectroscopy is a powerful method to observe and quantitatively analyze the difference between the top and bottom interfaces of nanometer-scale Fe layers. In the case of Fe-B multilayers, an amorphous interface layer is formed, and the “B on top of Fe” interface has been shown to be more B-rich than the “Fe on top of B” interface. This was established by applying layers of a third element, Ag, which does not mix with either of the other two elements and through studying three different layer arrangements: multilayers with different sequence of the elements, multilayer samples with a fixed sequence but varying Ag layer thickness, and finally single B/Fe/Ag and B/Fe/B trilayers. The smallest B concentration difference of the top and bottom interfaces, around 6 at. %, was observed in the case of the single trilayers. In multilayers, the variance of the layer morphologies was shown to enhance the difference.
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